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Location and Area

• Island: Tenerife.
• Municipalities: Santa 

Cruz de Tenerife, La 
Laguna and Tegueste.

• Area: 14418,7 
hectares.



What is a Rural Park?

Rural Parks are large natural areas,
where there are farming and fishing
activities.

Anaga brings all these requirements
and that’s why it was declared a protected
natural area in 1987.



How is it managed?

Rural Parks are ranked through a legal
document, called Use and Management Plan.
This ensures the use of their resources, while
allowing to develop and promote those actions
that improve the quality of life of local
population.



General characteristics

It´s one of the most beautiful landscapes in Tenerife. The 
summits are covered with forest that have the role of 
protecting the ground and refill the aquifers.

The Canaries have plenty of protected areas and about 
thirty endangered species. For example, for many birds that 
nest in Roque de Anaga this forest is a vital habitat. There are 
paleontological sites of interest including the Tachero beach. 
We must also add cultural values derived from the use of the 
area by aboriginal people, as a historic county of settling and 
grazing.



Botany :Anaga Rural Park.
• The laurel occurs through the 

influence of the trade winds that 
cause the sea of clouds, which 
develops a humidity that makes 
possible the growth of more 
than 200 species of trees, herbs, 
ferns, ... many of them are 
endemic to the Canary Islands.



Weather
The weather in Anaga is 
influenced by the trade 
winds, here called alisios 
winds.

The abundance of clouds 
permits the laurisilva, a 
particular rainforest in our 
islands, to keep the water 
and the humidity, enriching 
the aquifers.



Age of Anaga
In Anaga there have 

been three volcanic 
cycles, the oldest 
dating  more than 
6'5 million years 
ago, the second 
between 6'5 and 4'5 
(my), and the last 
around 3'6 (my).



ROUTES DIFFICULTY DURATION
Cruz del Carmen- Las Carboneras- Chinamada- Punta del 

Hidalgo
Middle 4 Hours

Afur- Tamadite- Taganana Middle- hight 3,5 Hours

Casa Forestal Cruz de Taganana- Taganana- “Camino de las 
Vueltas”

low 3 Hours

Chamorga- Tafada- Roque Bermejo- Chamorga low 4 Hours

Benijo- El Draguillo- Las Palmas De Anaga- Benijo low 4 Hours

ROUTES COLOURS ACRONYMS LONG
Long Distance Trail White and red GR 50 km

Short Distance Trail White and yellow PR Between 10 y 50 
km

Local Trail White and green SL 10 km
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